
THE SEVEN PATHWAYS WHICH LEAD TO EITHER HEALTH OR DISEASE 

big picture medicine 

Accurate diagnosis of the exact underlying root causes of your disease is the only way in which effective 

treatments can be prescribed…treatments which naturally and harmlessly promote and optimize your own 

innate ability to heal any illness.   

What is it that creates our context?   What determines whether that context is health promoting or disease 

promoting? 

Disease results from quantum energetic incoherence and disharmony 

Disharmony and incoherence cause cells to malfunction… 

What causes energetic disharmony and incoherence?   4 things 

1. Stress…excess energy in specific areas to the detriment of other areas 

2. Deficiency…lack of energy 

3. Impedance…blockage of energy 

4. Faulty instructions…incoherent information held in our field which is detrimental to our wellbeing 

 

Taking all this information into consideration, I have designed my own unique diagnostic tool which I call 

the Meta-Integrative-Health scan to determine the root causes and assess certain areas of eachpatient.   As 

part of our unique diagnostic process, we take into consideration Seven Pathways, seven roads, which 

together compose the context or matrix, and lead to either health or disease. Where you are and what 

direction you move on each pathway will determine the state of your cells, and therefore your health. 

 

The Seven Pathways are: 

 Nutrition and Absorption: Food, O2, Water and sunlight.   Chronic deficiency of even a single 

nutrient can lead to disease. Gut health is the most important aspect of staying well and healing 

disease. Our 100 trillion friendly microbes outnumber our mammalian cells 10 to one. These 

microbes contain 99% of our genetic material and are the elephant in the room of health They 

determine in large part what we weigh, how our metabolism works, whether our gut will develop 

leaks predisposing to autoimmune disease and inflammation, and even whether we’re prone to 

depression. What we eat determines what kind of bugs we live with and which of their genes are 

expressed and ultimately what way our health will go. 

 Toxins: toxins from our food, products and environment interfere with cell chemistry.   It is essential 

to determine what toxins are present in your system, and then undertake the specific gentle detox 

protocol designed and tailored for your needs. 

 Mental: thoughts are the activity of our conscious and unconscious mind affects every cell in our 

body…instantly   We have an experience, which we interpret a certain way, and remember the 

interpretation…the concept we created.   The concept is not the experience…it has gone long 

ago.   However the memory and the interpretation or concept has emotions attached, and these trigger 

neuropeptides which have a chemical and so  physical affect on our body.   How we remember or 

conceptualize things from our past actually influence our biology directly right now.   Positive 

concepts create life affirming molecules, and negative concepts create death affirming molecules. 

Memory = interpretation-we can change it if it becomes conscious.  If not conscious our conditioned 

responses give us a predictable outcome in our bodies. 



Average human has 60,000 thoughts a day of which 95% are same thoughts as yesterday.   We keep 

creating the same kind of body and life.  It has become our blueprint. The memory of the interpretation 

determines the outcome. 

 Emotional: Thoughts create emotions…Felt in the body.   Candis Pertt   Every emotional state carries 

with it a corresponding energy pattern and chemical molecule (neuropeptide).  The Heart Math 

institute in America have demonstrated tha the heart gives off a huge electrical field around and in the 

body which entrains all other organs including the brain.   There are more neurons from your heart to 

your brain than the other way around.   The heart broadcasts our emotional resonating frequency out 

into the rest of the body and into the field around us.   If your emotions are coherent…in harmony 

with who you are as a being, they enhance health, but if incoherent they adversely affect health. 

Positive emotions promote health while negative emotions destroy health.Spirituality; It is important 

to distinguish religion from spirituality since while they may overlap it’s entirely possible to be 

spiritual without being religious and vice versa. 

 Spirituality:  The late French Jesuit priest and scientist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin commented that, 

“We are not human beings having a spiritual experience; we are spiritual beings having a human 

experience.” 

Spirituality is a commitment to a life of depth and compassion that connects each of us to a larger 

whole. It is predicated on the development of a contemplative life in the classic sense of 

contemplation: an open and curious examination of experience as it unfolds, moment by moment. 

This is also called Presence, and it is the basis of an awakened life based on guidance from the 

Source, in service to the highest good   .When we understand the truth of that realization, a new world 

of meaning emerges. Trust in a beneficent spiritual reality with which we can cooperate  

 Environment…Energy contains informtion…both energy of our family dynamics, relationships, 

social groups and the electromagnetic and other rogue frequencies lurking in physical space in which 

we spend our life.   Our own morphogenetic field is a continuum of the energies outside our personal 

field, and download into our more dense energy…our body.   The information then instructs our cells 

through our DNA 

 Physical: Our body is a gift…the vehicle inside which we get the opportunity to experience 

sensations and emotions, move from place to place, and adapt and co-create our external 

environment.   How we use our body has a huge effect on our health.   From poor posture, lack of 

movement due to sedentary jobs.    Repetitive strain etc 

Your body is a metaphorical representation, or reflection back to you of whether your thoughts, emotions 

and corresponding actions, are in alignment with who you really are, or whether there is a lack of 

coherence somewhere in your life…your state of being. 

Our body is a physical expression of and interpretation of our environment.   We get a new body every 

year so why do we age and get ill?  Force of habit-conditioned responses, social hypnosis.   We repeat the 

same fluctuations at a quantum physical level which have a physical expression in our body and life..our 

blueprint 

 


